Theta Chrsvolunteer at childrens center
Several Theta Chi Fraternity
pledges from the University of
Puget Sound worked many long
and tireless hours at Mary Bridge
Children's Health Center stuffing
envelopes and sorting mail for
the Health Center's Expansion
Fund Campaign. The
Community Service project for
the Theta Chi pledges helped
them fulfill one of the many
requirements that are' necessary
before becoming active members
of the fraternity. Pledges
participating in the day-long
Community Service project on
Febrary 8 were: Roger Nerland,
Howard Bowman, Chuck
Shotwell, Jim Ward, Jim
Vaupell, Don Taylor, Chuck
Harbaugh, William J. Guitteau,
Rick Vinther, Paul Caltagirone,
Tom Hazeltine and Bob Thomas.
"It would have been virtually
impossible to complete the
stuffing and sorting of the

Pictured are Jim Ward and Jim Vaupell of Theta Chi Fraternity, stuffing and sorting
mail at Mary Bridge Children's Health Center.
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Overseas programs still open
by Anna Hibbard
Next year UPS students will
be found trekking through
Nepal, exploring Roman ruins in
Carnutum and Salzburg and
trugging through jungles and
native villages on Pacific Islands.
As part of the Vienna and
Pacific Rim study abroad
programs, students will visit
these places and hundreds more
while earning university credits.
According to David Smith,
director of the overseas program,
there are still openings in both
programs. Robert Herschbach,
chairman of the Overseas
Committee • and director of the
Vienna program explained that
both these programs will give
students in any major good
background and experience.
Herschbach insisted that
"you can't recreate a semester
abroad here on campus, it is a
totally Invaluable' experience."
This UPS language professor
considers Vienna a cultural
goldmine and he hopes to build
the trip around the music,
architecture, culture, heritage
and theatre of that city.
Students will attend a wide
variety of concerts, plays, and
art shows. And Herschbach
emphasized that he is also going
to "get the students out in the
streets" and get them in contact
with the people of Vienna. He
proclaimed this kind of direct
personal contact as the real value
behind a semester abroad:
Herschbach's wife, a native
German artist, who is familiar
with Vienna, will accompany the
group as an instructor and
"tour-guide." The Vienna
program, tentatively scheduled
for February 4, 1976 through
May 28, 1976, will work in
conjunction with the
A ustro-American Institute in
Vienna.
Travel and exposure to
foreign cultures is an invaluable
experience according to Barry
Bauska, director of the Pacific
Rim study tour scheduled for
next fall. He explained that the
Pacific Rim program is the only
one like it in the nation. And he
added that UPS is the only
United States university to have

connections with a school in
Australia.
Although emphasis on the
Pacific Rim Study will be
nations on the Rim of the
Pacific Ocean (i.e., Fiji, New
Zealand, Australia, New Guinea,
Indonesia, Singapore, Thailand
and Nepal), the program is
actually "an around the world
tour," since the students will

travel to Iran, Greece and
England.
"The chance to experience all
these cultures • first hand is
beyond value," said Bauska.
Commitments for both these
study programs are now being
made and application forms and
information are available in the
Overseas Office in Jones 222,
ext. 3310.

15,000 piece mailout without
the efforts of these hard-working
gentlemen. We want to extend
our thanks to each and every
one who helped us on this
project," a representative of the
Health Center was quoted as
saying.

•

Mary Bridge Children's
Health Center will soon launch a
community wide appeal in the
Expansion Fund Campaign. Over
15,000 of the Health Center's
brochures that Theta Chi pledges
prepared for mailing will soon be
sent to residents in southwest
Washington. The $3,700,000
Expansion Project will include
construction of a new two-story
Speech and Hearing Center and
renovation of the Hospital. Also
included in the plans are
additions to the main facility,
enlarging the Emergency Room
and Outpatient Department.

'SBA' elects officers
A newly extablished Student
Bar Association at University of
Puget Sound's School of Law
has elected officers and
committee chairmen for the
1974-75 academic year.
Jim Street, an undergraduate
and M.P.A. graduate of the
University of Princeton, has
been elected president and is
joined by Tom O'Leary,
treasurer, and graduate of City
College of New York.
Elected committee chairmen
include Michael Sander,
admissions and academic
standards, University of
Washington; Larry C. Zervas,
student affairs, University of
Nevada; Cheryl Lux, faculty and
elections, University of
Michigan; and Pet&r

Matty,education program, Miami.
University.
The SBA evolved from a
"Resolution for Law School
Governance," recently passed by
a student committee
representing classes in the day
and evening law programs.
According to Street, SBA
places the power of goverment
in four committees, Each
committee has a specialized area
of interest paralleling one of the
four faculty standing
committees, representation on
the corresponding faculty
committees, and membership
drawn from the entire law
school student body. "This
procedure enables student
opinions to be solicited before
final law school decisions are
made," Street added.
•

Campus Security urges
students to be cautious
(In last week 's Trail, this article by the Safety/Security Department,
was badly cut-up. Because of its obvious importance to the campus
community, it is running again this week)

by John M. Hickey, Director
Safety/Security Department
If students, p articularly
females, do not exercise
reasonable care, their personal
safety on campus may be
jeopardized. The university
environment, as part of the city,
is subject to all advantages and
disadvantages inherent to urban
living. Recently, several females
have been physically harrassed
on campus. This is not cause for
panic. Rather, it should serve as
an indication that resident
females should exercise greater
caution in their academic and
social environment.
Incidences referred to
occurred under similar
circumstances. Each involved
females walking alone, at night,
and in poorly lighted areas.
In response to these
incidences, President Phibbs has
directed the installment of
additional lighting on campus.
This lighting will be placed in
critical areas; i.e. the walkway at
the east end of Baker Stadium,
the area encircled by the Music
Building, Thompson Hall and
the Library, and the A-Frame
area. In addition to the increased
lighting, Safety/Security will
contmie twenty-four hour
patrol procedures on the campus
grounds.

In spite of these preventative
measures, the campus is not and
will not be risk free. The
remainder of safety
responsibility lies with each
individual. The following
precautions, exercised alone
and/or conjunctively, would
facilitate safe travel by females
at night.
—WALK IN LIGHTED
AREAS.
—WALK IN GROUPS OF
TWO OR MORE.
—USE THE TWENTY-FOUR
HOUR ESC0RT SERVICE
AVAILABLE THROUGH THE
SAFETY/SECURITY
DEPARTMENT (Call ext.
3313).
All areas of the campus
cannot be reasonably lighted!
Use the available lighted paths of
travel. If at all possible, do not
walk alone. If you do not have
an acquaintance to walk with, or
if several females do not wish to
travel unattended, use the escort
service.
To conclude, there is no
reason for excitement, but there
is a need to exercise reasonable
care. As long as some potential
harm exists, then preventative
safety action is necessitated. If
we work to eliminate the
opportunity for harm, we will
not have to regret the
consequences of carelessness.

Harvey Blanks former U.W. running back, presents a series of
one act performances Monday, March 17, 8pm at the SUB.

Harvey Blanks coming to UPS
Harvey Blanks, a former
University of Washington
running back, and now a
proclaimed actor, will be
presenting a series of one act
performances, Monday, March
17 at 8 p.m. in the Great Hall of
the SUB.
As a drama major at the U of
W, Blanks studied Shakespearean
drama and spent a year in
Europe studying the art, where
he appeared in "Every Number
Wins." He has also appeared at
the Seattle Repertory Theatre
with Richard Chamberlain in
"Richard II."

Blanks' first love is football.
He was named most valuable
sophomore running back, he
made all-conference in his junior
year and he gained more years.
rushing in the Pac—Eight
Conference than the famed 0. J.
Simpson. He was also one of the
first blacks to speak out against
discrimination by the U of W
Athletic Department, costing
him a year of playing.
Having appeared in several
Black Arts/West productions
Blanks has had roles in "The
Dutchman", "Five on the Black
Side", and "Sty of the Blind
Pig".

School apathy plagues cheerleaders, athletes
been rubbed into us a little too hard.

Being a cheerleader this year has aetinitei naa its
ups and downs. Realizing that the cheerleaderS are not
necessarily in good rapport with the school, I wish to, in
some ways, "defend myself" but mainly I wish to give
the other side of the story.

We were not the only people who noticed the lack
of enthusiasm and excitement for even a good play or
good game in the student section. There are many
concerned Toppers, parents and sports fans that
"wonder what is wrong with the UPS students." An
example might be when the team comes out on the floor
many crowds simultaneously rise to their feet, hands
clapping, cheers echoing and it doesn't take anyone to

Tryouts were held in the fall with a small turnout
and many of the girls dropped out of the race. After
tryouts and a lot of preparation and organization in an
attempt to bring cheerleaders back to UPS, only three
cheerleaders were chosen—two girls and one boy—to try
and arouse some school spirit. Luckily two girls
volunteered their time, effort and money to join us.
Everyone was sincerely concerned about the lack of
spirit and enthusiasm at games and the ailing support of
the teams.

tell them to respond this way. Many times the Loggers
have come on the floor with a nearly silent gym and
comments have been directed toward the student
section. Maybe it is a feeling of being inhibited, even too
confined by the social pressure to be silent, that
someone can't jump out of his seat with excitement for
a fantastic play. The Loggers have had many that have
gone relatively unnoticed (or at least the appreciation
was not reflected back to the team).

During football, we went around to living groups
asking for suggestions as we knew we had a difficult task
ahead of us. We had hoped if there was to be criticism,
constructive or otherwise, it would have been brought
out then. Cheerleaders have been around for a long time
and during high school many people form some
opinions, either pro or con.

After a long talk with Athletic Director Doug
MacArthur with concern over lack of spirit, we decided
to try something a little risky. We knew it would either
bring us 'a spark of hope or fall flat. By this time even
team members were making comments on how little
support was given to them by the crowd. It's a good
feeling to have everyone up and clapping for you as they
call out the line-up or the team returns from half-time.
Many times the Loggers have missed this. Goofy
Group Night was a success after a little arm twisting to
get enough groups to show up. Our intent was to show
the crowd that a little cheering can really get you into
the game, even help you have a little fun yourself. It was
a tense moment for me when Doug MacArthur shouted
over the mike "It just goes to show you can have a good
time when you cheer—Right?" and there was a roar from
the crowd.

Homecoming was a highlight. People really
seemed to be enjoying themselves but the following
game everything returned to normal.
As basketball season started, things looked
different. Over thirty games, including away games, were
scheduled. We had previously traveled to many during
football season. Time and school posed a big problem.
not to mention part-time jobs, night classes and various
school related trips or functions. Before the squad
dissolved, it was decided we would set up a rotating
schedule where at least two, hopefully three persons
would be at the games rather than none at all. This
caused a lot of problems also, as within the squad
different activities began taking precedence over the,
games. I don't think this would have happened had the
crowd been a little more responsive.

When the following game was so much the same as
the many others before, it really hurt. I was beginning to
wonder if we had to offer some sort of bribe to get the
students to yell for their team.

I remember getting up to do a simple cheer (one
that had gone over well during football) when the team
,really needed some kind of support. Throughout the
crowd were students shaking their heads in disdain. It
was very disheartening and I began to wonder why I was
wearing my green and gold uniform. Rather than irritate
the crowd (which the cheering seemed to be doing) we
decided to sit and cheer among ourselves hoping
someone would catch on. After this became somewhat
of a forced habit, I heard a lot of comments about "Why
do they even come to the games if all they do is sit
there?" and "Why don't you do something?" but when
asked if they would help or had an appropriate
suggestion there were no replies.

The problem of the spirit or possibly the concern
cannot be blamed on anyone. It is something that
requires a real spark somewhere and eventually the fire is
'lit. The cheerleaders just couldn't seem to set it off. We
had our problems and of course the blame is partly ours
but it is also a lot of others. It takes a little more
responsibility and effort from more people. There must
be some people who are concerned but maybe just
haven't found (or haven't been looking) anybody to help
with some sort of solution.
I remain with an optimistic attitude. I know it will
take a lot of effort by different people to make
something work out.

This is when the squad began to dwindle. The less
good we felt we were doing for the team and the more
discouraged and embarrassing the whole situation
became, the fewer cheerleaders were attending the
games. However, the crowd was still not satisfied. Then
the comments were "Why don't the cheerleaders ever
come to the games any more?" The apathy may have

Tryouts for next year's cheerleaders will depend'
on the interest shown but I encourage anyone who is
determined and concerned enough and will give it a
hearty effort to try out, both males and females. Also
those with criticisms should talk to someone whom they
concern rather than being detrimental or snide. Your
comments may be taken much better and do more good

Centerfold graces psych project
To the humans responsible:
I haven't pecked out a letter to the TRAIL before
but recently something has come up (or should I say,
"pinned up"). The subject at hand, or more precisely at
wing, concerns "creeping hominidism" of the worst
kind. Needless to say, I'm confused. I don't know what
levers to press, or discs to peck.
A few weeks ago the pigeon and rat cages were
moved to the basement of Howarth Hall. Being brighter
than your average pigeon, I adapted quickly to my new
environment. Suddenly out of the blue, a new stimulus
appeared. It was enough to make me lay an egg! THE
MARCH CENTERFOLD OF PLAYGIRL

.

MAGAZINE! .. . hung six inches from my cage. What a
cock-a-doodle-do!?! I've heard of Methodist enthusiasm
but this:awakens a bit too much.
What I wanted to say was that if this pinup is
supposed to stimulate (or is it, "libber"-ate) me, you're
,off your perch. Personally I would prefer a woodpecker
or a peacock to a human one.
If the pinup is for you, whomever you are, I'm
positive your reinforcement would be more effectively
obtained elsewhere. Let it hang out in your own pen.

Flipping you,
The Bird, (of Cage 3)

if taken to whom they concern or possibly to next year's
cheeleaders as some dot arid don't's.
I never accomplished a lot of the things I .set out
to as a. cheerleader. I apologize for that and for the
squad for not being able to do as much for the teams as
we wanted, especially the basketball team. They
are a great team this year with a lot of talent and a good
season and always giving us a 100% effort along with an
exciting game. I'm sure I'm not the only one who feels
this way. I only hope in the future this can in some way
be reflected by the crowd.

NOTE: I realize not everyone will consider this
type of thing a problem; therefore, this letter is not
directed towards you. It is more for those making
various comments or were concerned (passively) about
the school apathy this year.
Eileen Galt

UPS should require
a foreign language
I am a student locked out of graduate schools. My
grades are not perfect, but neither are they poor. What
blocks my entrance into further formal education is my
lack of proficiency in foreign languages. Many graduate
schools require two foreign languages; why was I not
informed of this by my advisor? Why is there not a
school requirement for proficiency in at least one
language? Most of us students are permitted to neglect
this very important aspect of our education. I am one
sorry case. While one may rationalize a foregin language
is near worthless to a scientist or social scientist, the fact
is graduate schools do not think along the same blase
line. Protest for a change.

James Tindall

Faculty member
ignores parking
citations daily
There is a faculty member that every day parks in
the visitor/disabled zone at Jones Circle. He is ticketed
every day and his van is very noticeable. What I would
like to know is why he gets away with it? I have known
students who have had their cars towed away for
constantly parking where they shouldn't be. Also
diplomas are held from students if they have any
outstanding fines. What do they do to faculty members?
I bring this to your attention because the ticket I
wrote two weeks ago hasn't been answered and the van
is still there with its daily ticket. Maybe if this is exposed
the instructor may voluntarily park in the appropriate
zone. If not maybe he should be influenced to do so.

A Bothered Student
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UPS—PSU basketball incident:

Tonellato claims right of free speech
It's tough to write a rebuttal of any kind, when
the first punch is a knock-out. I neither deny nor admit
to any of the statements made by Mr. Lawrence. This is
only because part of them are true but for the most part
are not.
I distinctly remember exactly what was said and
do not remember anyone in our group saying "nigger,"
"coon," etc. loud enough for anyone to hear but the
people in our group. This was verified by several
basketball players who stated they heard nothing like
the preceeding statements.
I do remember yelling, "Jive me" several times
but we yell this at every game whether the players be
black or white.
Other than that, what we talk about in our own
little group is none of anyone's damn business. If you
happen to disagree, or don't like what's said, that's your
business, it's called freedom of speech, RIGHT!! I
personally don't agree with a lot of the things said and
done in the world today, including some of the things
going on in the black movement, but I sure don't write
or express slanderous statements about people who are
voicing their opinions for blacks.

Phi Delts are upsetsay headline unfair
In response to your headlines on page three,
March 10 of the Trail, we feel not only a need but a
responsibility to the students of UPS to clear the name
of Phi Delta Theta that has recently been blemished by
acts of irresponsible journalism. The truth and fairness
you so earnestly strive for in covering the Jandali case is
not exhibited in the headlines to the editorial. The
generalization that Phi Delta Theta as a Fraternity
displays racism is as unjust as the racism discussed in the
actual .letter. From, "His followers I hear were from Phi
Delta Theta," an assumption a total stranger derived
from hear-say, we get, "Phi Delts Display Racism"
presented as fact. We are not questioning that a few
irresponsible members of Phi Delta Theta were included
within the rather large group in question, which included
independents and members of other fraternal
organizations, nor do we believe their actions or the
actions of any member of the group were acceptable.
However do the actions of five or six out of 80 Phi Delts
warrant a biased generalization that Phi Delta Theta is a
racist group as a whole? We feel we are the victims of
not only an unfair article, but also a blatant libel on the
part of the Trail which has unjustly smeared the name of
a large group of concerned and responsible people.
.

The Men of Phi Delta Theta

Headline is correct
The Trail is not out to smear your name Phi Delta
Theta. We obviously are aware of the fact that not all
your members were involved in this unfortunate, but not
uncommon UPS incident. Your house is not the only
fraternity or dorm on campus that shelters such
individuals.
The headline in question which read "Phi Delts
display racism at UPS PSU game" was not "unfair" nor
was it a blatant libel attempt.
I think the men of Phi Delta Theta, need a quick
journalism lesson.
The story on a page of any newspaper is told in
three ways: (1) the headline (2) the lead (first
paragraph) and (3) the body.
The headline is used to summarize and advertise
the essence of the story. Words like "the", "a", "an",
etc. should be avoided wherever possible, when writing
it. Headline size should depict the importance of the
story and only key words (usually taken from the lead)
which express the main idea should be used. All
unnecessary words should be omitted.
These rules are used by every newspaper and they
apply to all stories.
The headline which has supposedly "blemished",
"smeared", and destroyed the name of the Phi Delta
Theta Chapter of the University of Puget Sound, was not
unfair to your house. If you would be objective enough
to realize that within that same issue of March 7, and in
others of the past, headlines ha%ie been written in the
same generalities. Check it out and you'll find headlines
like; "Alli's, Phi Delts upset 'A' division", or "Students
at UPS use food stamps."
Now if you're reasoning were consistent then the
entire UPS community should think that all students on
campus use food stamps, and that the whole Phi Delt
house upset the 'A' division in football.
-

Robin Chandler
FRIDAY, MARCH 14, 1975

Another thing, I am not a Phi Delt and I haven't
been one for over four years. Some of my friends
happen to be Phi Delts but most of the people sitting
with me were not of the Phi Delt house. I don't know
what house they were in, if any. I would advise Mr.
Lawrence to get his facts correct before writing
statements detrimental to any group of people.

Whether I am a so-called "racist" or not is no

one's business but my own. I really don't know if I am
or not since I have several friends who are black. Mr.
Lawrence, I think, is a well:intentioned person who
should get his facts straight before writing about anyone.

Tony Tonellato
P.S. Mr. Lawrence should ask his girlfriend; we'll
ride anyone during a basketball game, black or white.

Guilty Phi Delts should take blame
Well, Phi Delta Theta, you sure can dish it out,
but when it comes to taking it you're the first to cry
out. If you don't want to implicate your fraternity
house in any activity you engage in then it seems to me
there are two things you might take into consideration:
First, whenever you g9 out, leave your fraternity
insignias behind so no one will make the connection
between you and the fraternity. Second, act the same
way in which you would like to be treated (as a person)
or suffer the consequences. Maybe some of you should
get together and take a nice look all around you and you
will realize that the same "gorilla," "nigger," and
"coon," etc. (as you called them) on the PSU basketball
team are of the same kind (nigger, bushman, & coon)
which "YOU" root for at UPS. As for apologies, first, I
would think that you might give one to your other
fraternity members who were not involved, and second,
to the school and the PSU and UPS basketball teams for
embarrassing all of us. You see, I also noticed your
behavior and moved so I would not be embarrassed by
you.

I'm sure the blacks will chalk this one up on their
slate of insults, since they have been doing that for
years, but I don't think some of us will ever get over your
actions, because at that time, I was embarrassed to be
white. I understood fraternities were to set examples.
Well, I hope this is an example no one will follow. You
see, a lot of my friends at this school are black, and
that's how I look at them, as frlends; color doesn't
matter. This editorial is not a generalization against
fraternities,but to the elite few of Phi Delta Theta; next
time, instead of acting up, why not try to shut up, or
don't complain when the going gets rough.
I realize you were expressing your right to
freedom of speech, now don't complain when I express
mine.

Matthew Silverman
P.S. Definition of nigger—a low, degraded person.
Well, how does it feel to be a nigger?

Students counter 'free speech' claim
Before dealing with the actual subject matter of
this letter, we would like to publicly thank Steve
Lawrence for having the concern and sense of human
dignity to expose and demand action for the overt
display of racism by a few students at the UPS-PSU
basketball game. It's unfortuante that it took an outsider
to oppose the behavior, when other UPS students also
witnessed the incident. We also were insulted by the
racist name calling, but were unable to identify the
people responsible.
To you, Tony, and your followers:
First of all you say that you were exercising your
right to freedom of speech. We've consulted with men in
the legal profession and there is a recognized difference
between what is the right to freedom of speech and what
is oppressing the rights of others. You may be familiar
with the Supreme Court decision of 1919, Shank vs.
U.S. In the statement of the majority opinion written by
Oliver Wendell Holmes, he uses the supporting analogy
that freedom of speech - doesn't give a man the right to
yell fire in a crowd of people. There is a high possibility
that someone might get hurt. Justice Holmes further
concludes that freedom of speech ends at the point
where the words spoken generate those activities which
Congress has the legal right to prohibit (i.e., riots).
A fairly good case could be made against your public
usage of derogatory terms, such as "nigger," "coon,"
and chants like "go back to Congo State." You are fully
aware of the pejorative meaning of those words and their
potential to instigate a fight or riot. We would like you

to think about the point where your rights end and the
rights of the others begin.
Secondly, the minute you opened your mouth
loud enough to be heard outside of your small circle of
friends, you made the whole issue our business and
anyone else's who happened to hear you. And since you
are apparently unaware of it, your mouths are louder
than you think. We know personally at least five
spectators, and three UPS basketball players who heard
the name calling. Specific words of "Congo State" and
"spiderman" were heard by two of the basketball
players.
While we're talking about whose business it is, we
would like to point out a contradiction in your
statement of defense. First of all, you say that you are
going to neither deny nor admit to the racist name
calling. Then you later state that the name calling wasn't
loud enough for .anyone to hear. —Think about what
you're saying, Tony; we think you're slipping.
Lastly, as for having some black friends, we think
you. ought to know that any black person will perceive
you as a racist, whether you are or not. Your black
friends are probably running a game all over your head.
But, at least you have your own personal "coon quota."

Pat Chandler
Georgina Rogers
Marilyn Sherron
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Come to "The Place " for
Hot Sandwiches with soup
or salad and beverage.
757 St. Helens 627-9860

951 Market st.
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Women's Studies seeks
program coordinator
.

Friday at nine presents: WILLIAMS JOY THEATER Marionettes tell greek myth of Persues. It will be open
concert and the audience will be able to see all the string manipulations. March 14 Sub lounge.

cornmentaria:

Obscenity is relative thinking

by Mike Goldfein
The recurring question to all
in the broadcast industry is,
"What in the ---- do you do with
an obscene word?" More refined
the question might read, "What
in the mother ---- is obscene?
Well, semantics fans. That astute
group of purifying men and
women who occupy seats on
The Federal Communications
Commission have removed all
doubt.
Last week these purveyors of
the prurient ruled that a New
York FM station's afternoon
airing of a George Carlin
monologue prostituted and
fornicated the law (not to
mention the fact that it was
indecent). The ruling went on to
say that, the manner in which
the language was used in the
Carlin monologue was patently
offensive (whatever that means)
by contemporary community
standards for the broadcast
medium. The same ruling
continued to note that the
language in question was
broadcast at a time when
children "undoubtedly" were in
the audience.
Now to take you off the edge
of your chairs, I will recant, via
circumlocution, those "nasty"
words that flowed off the "vile"
tongue of George Carlin and
across the airwaves of New York
City. (How the radio wave ever
got through that air is anyone's
guess.) They are (not in an
ascending order of indecency),
Feces, Fornicate, Roostersucker,
Oedipu§ Complexer, Urinate,
Nipple, and Vagina.
With the system standing
steadfast on this issue, what
alternatives do we have? Since
the F.C.C. seems to have

indicated that the determination
of whether words were obscene
or would be based on the
impressions the language
conveys, maybe we could start
interjecting these words into our
everyday language. From now
on when you wish to express
gratitude say, "Fornicate you
very much " If you are lucky,
the person will be of the
opposite sex and will respond by
saying "Yes." This becomes
confusing for now you have
created obscene impressions
based upon the word "Yes."
You might wish to ask your
professor for a clarification by
saying, "Sir, would you please
Roostersucker this assignment, I
can't quite seem to understand
it."
another alternative would oe
to borrow the substituting
process developed by Gore Vidal
in his book Myra Breckinridge.
Vidal replaced "nasty" words
with the names of Supreme
Court Justices. I suggest that we
might do the same, using the
names of members of The
Federal Communications
Commission. For example, some
leisure reading might yield the
following: • "He caressed her
Hooks, while she inserted his
Reid in her Wiley. She
immediately began to yell,
Burch me, Burch me. Everyday
communication on campus
might produce similar results.
(For fun try one on a friend.)
I guarantee that constant use
of these methods in public
would procure greater leniency
on the part of the F.C.C. The
only problem would be that we
would never again be able to say,
thank you, all right, or hello in
public again.

Moot Court Board
selects 8 students
University of Puget Sound's
School of Law recently
announced the appointment of
eight second year students to the
school's 1975-76 Moot Court
Board, following their
participation in Moot Court
competition held last fall.
Over 70 law students vied for
the honor,which offers a $500
scholarship to each appointee.
The voluntary competition,
judged by Tacoma/ Seattle
attorneys and judges, involved
the writing and argument of an
appellate level brief in a
simulated lawsuit setting.
Laura Jaeger, a
graduate of the University of
Washington, took top honors in
the comptition, and is joined on
the board by seven other
students--based on their standing
in the oral competition and
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quality of their written briefs.
They include Mark S. Cole,
Joseph W. Giverson, Bruce D.
Hovey, and Jerry Napolitano, all
UW graduates; Hans F.
Johnson ,Western Washington
State College; Peter Kram, St.
Louis University and University
of Nevada Graduate School; and
Martin D. Wells, University of
Denver.
The Board will select among
its members four students to
compete in two teams for
regional and possible national
Moot Court
competition.
Other Board activities include
assistance in administering the
Moot Court program for first
year students, and
administration of the voluntary
program for the school's second
year class in the fall of 1975.

P.S.--You will notice that I
never once used a "nasty" word.
If you thought I did, it was all in
your mind.

The UPS Women's Studies
Program is seeking a new
coordinator.
The Women's Studies Search
Committee which includes
Assistant Professor Carol
Sloman, Assistant Professor
Mary Rothschild, Assistant Dean
of Students Dessel Hamilton,
Associate Professor Ilona
Herlinger, Assistant Professor
Suzanne Barnett, and student
representatives Leslie Gould and
Shirlee Evans, will make its
selection according to
departmental needs. And at the
present time the department
needs a Ph.D. or assistant
professor in the social science
area.
In their search for a new
candidate, the committee has
placed advertisements in a
number of national periodicals
such as the Chronicle of Higher
Education the Women's Studies
Newsletter„ and the New York
Review. In addition, the position
has been listed with professional
organizations throughout the
nation, including the
Educational Employment
Information Service, the
American Sociological
Association, the American
Psychology Association and the
Speech Communication
Association. The committee has
also sent out over 200 mailings

to women's caucuses, college
placement services, special
programs, and individuals.
Applications for the position
are now being reviewed by the
Committee and Carol Sloman,
committee chairperson,
indicated that interviews will
begin in May. Sloman explained
that anyone interested in the
selection is invited to participate
in the candidate interviews.
As coordinator, the new
faculty member will teach
classes, correlate departmental
programs, provide services and
serve as resource person for the
Women's Studies Program. Mary
Rothschild, current program
coordinator, said she views the
creation of a permanent career
faculty position as an outgrowth
and extension of her one-year
appointment. Rothschild has
accepted a position as Assistant
Professor of History at Arizona
State University next year, but
she emphasized her optimism for
the future of the UPS program.
The program is designed to
direct interest in the intellectual
perspective and cultural
contributions of women into the
mainstream of academic life at
UPS. The department offers
courses which focus on the
history, culture, experiences and
needs of the contemporary
woman.

Disneyland holds 'Spring Fling'
Disney land will welcome
college students vacationing in
Southern California during their
spring holiday with a fun-filled
variety of special events and
entertainment featuring such
top-name talent as The Miracles,
Blue Swede, Woody Herman,
Carol Douglas, and Tammy
Wvnette
Kicking off the festivities will
be the Park's "Spring Fling"
party on March 22 which offers
lively stage shows and unlimited
use of all Disneyland attractions
(except shooting galleries) for
the price of a single admission
ticket.
In addition, ticket holders
will have a chance to win one of
the exciting prizes to be given
away during the evening. Prizes
include a Datsun pickup with
special Disneyland camper, His
and Hers Honda Trail 90's and
an Allsport Tri-sport Three
Wheeler.
Headlining the musical lineup
for the 8:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.
spectacular will be Tavares, of
"She's Gone" and "Check It
Out" fame, and Carol Douglas,
known for her rendition of
"Doctor's Orders," on
Tomorrowland Stage.
Party guests will also be able
to enjoy dancing at
Tomorrowland Terrace with
Sunshine Balloon or at Main
Street's Plaza Gardens with the
rock sound of Soul'd Out.
Sunday, March 23, will mark
the beginning of a full week of
nighttime entertainment, with
country and western performers
showcased for one night only on
Tomorrowland Stage at 5, 7, and
9 p.m.
Answering curtain calls for
this exciting country celebration
will be Tammy Wynette, Freddie
Hart and The Heartbeats, and
up-and-coming singing star
Freddy Fender, with his hit
recording "Before the Next
Teardrop Falls."
March 23 is also the first
night of Woody Herman's
engagement at Plaza Gardens.
Featured through March 29,
Herman and His Orchestra will
provide big band rhythms for
listening and dancing each
evening from 8 p.m. to
midmight.
During the same hours on
March 24-29, Tomorrowland
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Stage will come alive with the
Motown sounds of one of the
nations top soul groups, The
Miracles, and the rising rock
sensation from Sweden, Blue
Swede.
Meanwhile, Tomorrowland
Terrace will spotlight dancing
sounds with Soul'd Out on
March 23 and Sunshine Balloon
on March 24-29.
Daytime too will be filled
with musical sounds as the
popular Mike Curb Congregation
performs on Tomorrowland
Stage each afternoon at 1,8 and
5 p.m. from March 24-29.
And finally, Disneyland's
traditional Easter Parade will be
saluted at 2 p.m. on Sunday,
March 30, as it promenades
down Main Street U.S.A.
Offered in a circa 1900
setting, this colorful pageant is
one of the few old-fashioned
Easter Parades presented in the
nation and highlights music,
decorated horseless carriages,
antique bicycles and a variety of

performers in turn-of-the-century costume.
During the spring vacation
period, special hours will be in
effect. On March 22, Park hours
will be from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
before reopening from 8:30 p.m.
to 1:30 a.m. for "Spring Fling."
From March 23-29
Disneyland will be open from 9
a.m. to midnight daily, while
Easter Sunday, March 30•, hours
are 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.
.

It's Not
Required Reading.

The Free Paper
Look For It!
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Psychics, mystics explore fife

Swami Chinmayananda a Karama yoga master from Bombay
India will display his psychic powers in the Olympic Room
At the Seattle Center April 3-13.

Colloquium sets Krishna rite
An Asian Studies Colloquium
scheduled for Friday, April 4,
1975, at 4:00 p.m., in Jones 203,
will feature the short film, "How
the Hindu worships at the
home shrine". This film,
directed by H. Daniel Smith of
Syracuse University,
demonstrates the morning puja
rites to Krishna performed in the
Brahmin household. Water
libations, mantras and food

offerings are directed to the
household image of Krishna.
The film nicely portrays the
central place of domestic ritual
in devotional Hinduism.
Following the showing of the
film, there will be a discussion
led by students presently
enrolled in the Hinduism course
(Religion 263) and interested
faculty.

Victoria awaits UPS students
A number of UPS students will
have an unusual learning
experience when they travel to
Victoria, B.C. April 3 - 5, to
attend an English Conference
commemorating the bicentennial
anniversary of Jane Austen's
birth.
The group was enrolled in the
Winterim course on Jane
Austen, taught by Dr. Rosemary
T. VanArsdel, Department of
English, who will accompany the
students. One of the
requirements of the course was
attendance at this conference
where some of the world's
greatest authorities on Jane
Austen will read papers. To help
make this possible Dr.
VanArsdel was awarded a grant
by the Hazen Foundation of
New Haven, to defray part of

the students' expenses.
Attendance at the conference
will give students a chance to
test their wits against those of
the experts in this unique
learning experience. It may also
very well influence their career
decisions, as they glimpse the
activities of professional scholars
and lecturers. Students will
observe that literary scholarship
is not distant and mysterious,
but something in which they
very well may participate.
"It is particularly gratif
said VanArsdel, that an
eastern foundation would see fit
to support an innovative learning
experience such as this, which
does not conform to the normal
predictable pattern." The
conference is being sponsored by
the English Department of the
University of Victoria, and is
being supported by a grant from
the Canada Council.
-

If you have ever speculated
on the existence of subtle
powers and forces beyond the
normal human perception of the
mundane, powers that may
influentially affect you in
certain ways, then you should be
made aware of the coming
psychic and mystic jamboree
whose purpose it is to investigate
from all possible aspects the
higher realms of existence. For
ten days, the School of Mystical
Sciences will hold a national
psychic jamboree and yagna
festival in the Olympic Room at
the Seattle Center, April 3
through 13.
The festival will feature
internationally known
astrologers, tarotists, mediums,
and psychics, including the
Reverend Elizabeth Burrows, the
nationally famous Christian
Mystic from Tacoma. Rounding
out this psychic panoply will be
Swami Chinmayananda, a karma
yoga master from Bombay,
India. The brilliance and
knowledge of Swami
Chinmayananda has commanded
him the respect of both the holy
men of India and the men of
Western science. His oratory,
punctuated with mystical
stories, poetry, and wit laced
with a bit of mischief, is logical
and scientific and at the same
time, revitalizes ancient wisdom,
making it real, valid, and
urgently necessary in our
modern times.
In A 941 , Swama.
Chinmayananda was Balakrishna
Menon, a sophisticated young
man of India whose compelling
desire for knowledge won for
him a bachelor's degree in
science and post-graduate
degrees in literature and law. His
father, a prominent judge,
wanted him to practice law, but
he chose instead a career as a
journalist for Nehru's "National
Herald." Of this period he said,
"I was going about without any
faith, searching. I reached
religion to destory it. I believed
religion was a danger to
society."
Balakrishna joined India's
independence movement as an
active participant and was
eventually imprisoned. The years
of imprisonment, while
subjecting him to serious
physical illness, led him to
critical questioning of life and its
purpose and evolved a new
mental awareness.
Spurred on by the
soul-searching of his prison
experiences and armed with a
healthy dose of skepticism, he
traveled to the Himalayas, "not
to gain knowledge, but to find
out how they were keeping the
bluff from the masses." He soon
realized that instead of finding
charlatans as he expected, he
came face to face with men of
rare greatness. He soon found
himself "caught up" in the
beliefs. "Therefore, I wanted to
study deeper and thus decided

HAPPY
ST. PATRICK'S DAY!

to give my life to it." He was
initiated as a swami (monk) by
Swami Sivananda and began a
strictly disciplined study of
Vedanta, the essence of
Hinduism, under the greatest
Vedantic master of his time,
Swami Tapovan.
Balakrishna Menon was
transformed into a new
man—Swami Chinmayananda.
The depth of new conviction
resulting from seven years of
intense study led Swami
Chinmayananda back into the
mainstream of society.
Compassion for suffering
humanity and a wish to share
the peace and bliss with which
he was overflowing prompted
him to give up his serene life in
the Himalays and enter into the
whirlwind of activity which has
filled the past twenty years of
his life. Besides founding an
Ashram-Academy in India, along
with coordinating over 100
other study centers throughout
the world, Swami
Chinmayananda is the author of
more than 30 books but
dismisses that accomplishment
with, "I never write books. They
come through me."
Swami Chinmayananda has

held lecture series in Europe, the
Middle East, and all across North
America, speaking at major
academic centers such as
Harvard, Yale, M.I.T. Cornell,
and now Seattle. Swami
Chinmayananda comes to the
Western World intensely aware
of its intellectual capacity and
its eagerness to reach out for the
unknown as well as its anxiety
and disillusionment. He
recognizes it as fertile ground for
evolution of the spirit and comes
eager to help every willing
listener to realize the calm
center of his own hurricane and
to reach the hidden Source of
Strength within.
From April 4 to 14 Swami
Chinmayananda will be
conducting daily programs of
study and meditations and each
evening a Satsang (group
discussion). The entire yagna
festival will run on a free will
offering basis, except for
the opening night of the psychic
jamboree, which will cost only
three dollars. For further
information, contact Chris Hager
or University Chaplain Pierce
Johnson at ext. 3305. "If you
miss Swami Chinmayananda,
you have missed one of life's
greatest happenings."

Tune - ups for less
Erick's VW Tune-up
8 cylinders - $31.00
6 cylinders - $27.00
4 cylinders - $24.75

Premedical Students:

National MCAT Review Course

We service most cars by appointment

Ph. 584 — 8'714

Classroom instruction in all sections of MCAT.
Extensive testing practice.

Classified Ads
74 FOR WANTED
Want to buy men's 5-speed
bike. SK9-0200 after 1 p.m.
80 FOR MISC
We have limited openings for
high quality, strongly motivated
applicants in a variety of fields.
Seniors
in our nuclear
propulsion program earn $550
monthly before graduation from
college. Juniors and sophomori.
in flight training and increased
starting pay. For surprising
opportunities see your Navy
Officer Information Team at the
Student Center next week- 9 am3 pm, 18 Mar through 20 Mar.
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Enroll now for Spring sessions at Seattle University.

NATIONAL MCAT REVIEW COURSE
2500 Smith Tower. Seattle. Washington 98104
(206) 329-1558

Predental Students:
National DAT Review Course
The specialized approach to preparation for the Dental
Admission Test.
Enroll now for Spring sessions at Seattle University.

NATIONAL DAT REVIEW COURSE
2500 Smith Tower. Seattle. Washington 98104
(206) 329-1558
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`Miracle Worker'
gripping and dry
by Coorse Knight

Page, one of the great storytellers, appears at Court C March 15, 9pm

Court 'C' schedules troubador
From the streets of New
York, San Francisco and Seattle
the USA's number one
storyteller performs a one night
only concert Saturday, March
15, 9 p.m. at Court C Music, 914
Broadway Plaza in downtown
Tacoma.
Page already classed with
Woody Guthrie, Mark Twain and
Dylan ,is a quick-witted, stark
humorist with an exacting
ability to record the lives of
everyday people. His stories
backed by guitar, jump out of
the streets, his travels, as he sings
about "America Slow Down"
(running out of gasoline), "New
Hip Rich, Book Store
Revolutionaries" (lots of talk &
paper), "Wheat Producer" (can't
work, but I'll eat your food),
"Landlord, Poor Richard Shot
His Wad" (Nixon), and "Kid
Dylan" (Bob and his contracts).
Nothing is sacred as this

animated mirror amazes and
spellbinds you with his humor,
insights and imagination.
Page has appeared numerous
times on radio. TV and in
feature articles in newspapers.
Channel 5 featured him on a
voting program for an hour as an
introduction to candidates and
issues; League of Voters used
Page for a voting ad on TV;
Seattle City Council has heard
his musical testimony to change
street singing laws and the
Hollow Point Bullet issue; he
sings in bars, streets, on
campuses, always drawing
crowds as he makes up songs
about the people passing.
Many fail to realize that Page
is also an outstanding
instrumentalist. His guitar work
is so strong that the Doobie
Brothers included a Page
instrumental in their Million
Seller album "Captian and Me."

Musser will direct concert
University of Puget Sound's
Symphonic Band, under the
direction of Robert Musser,
associate professor of music at
UPS, will present a
complimentary concert,
Wednesday, Mar. 19, at. 8:15
p.m., in Kilworth Memorial
Chapel, on the main campus.
Featured on the program will
be works by Charles Wiley,

Gustav Hoist, Gordon Jacob,
Alfred Reed, Robert Washburn
and John Philip Sousa.
The band, recently selected
to perform at the Northwest
Division of the Music Educators
National Convention in Spokane
during February, will be making
its annual spring tour of Oregon
and Washington at the end of
April.

Page himself refuses to record
and get tied to contracts; he
keeps himself free to record
honestly what he sees. Don't
miss one of America's only true
creative folk artists.
Tickets are now on sale at the
Court C Book Store
( Ph antasmagoria)for $2. For
more information or reservations
contact Chris Lunn 584-7824 or
MA7-6661 or write Court C
Music 914 Broadway Plaza,
Tacoma 98402.

Adelphians
now on annual
westcoast tour
The Adelphian Concert
Choir left Wednesday, March 12
for their 43rd annual tour of
Washington, Oregon and
California.
Upon returning the
Adelphians will present two
concerts in Tacoma, one on
Wednesday, April 2 at 8:15 p.m.
in Jacobsen Recital Hall for UPS
students only. This concert is
free and tickets are available
from the music office upon
showing the ASB card. The 2nd
concert will be performed on
Friday, April 4 at 8:15 p.m. at
First Methodist Church for the
general public. This concert is
also free to UPS students upon
showing the ASB card.

The Tacoma Little Theatre's
production of William Gibson's
play Miracle Worker is truly a
mixed bag. At times gripping
and moving, it can descend to
ragged sluggishness with
disappointing ease.
The story of the Miracle
Worker concerns the young Irish
woman Annie Sullivan (played
by Elizabeth Smith) who taught
the deaf, dumb, and blind child
Helen Keller to read, write, and
take part in her socieity. The
plot focuses on the first month
of Helen's schooling, when her
inexperienced but determined
teacher first begins the arduous
task of reaching a child closed to
all normal forms of
communication. Annie is
beset with several additional
problems as well. First of all, she
is a yankee in a reconstructionist
era South, a fact somewhat
delicate in a family led by an
ex-confederate captain (Bill
Arends). Secondly, she is almost
ridiculously young for the task,
barely twenty years old and with
only three years of schooling
herself. Most importantly, Annie
has to deal with the natural
parental protectiveness of the
elder Kellers which constantly
learning, stifling any progress in
Helen's development. The play is
a story of the conflict between
parental love and parental duty,
and above all it is a glowing
testimonial to the strength of
the human spirit.
The Tacoma Little Theatre's
production was unfortunately
hampered by director Michael
Self's inability to overcome the
deadening effects of certain
weaknesses of the script itself,
most notably the long, purely
aural flashbacks of Annie
Sullivan. While necessary to the
plot, the flashbacks had a
tendency to shove the entire
show into neutral for a minute
or so, and the actors were hard
pressed to get things under way
again afterwards. Another
difficulty was the singularly
disappointing performance of
Mark Matthies as James, the son
of Captain Keller by a previous
marriage. He was clearly
outclassed by the rest of the
cast, a fact that his rather
important supporting role
brought painfully and constantly
to the audience's attention.
The salvation of the
show—and it is a show well
worth seeing— is the fine
performance by the rest of the
cast. Jeanne Clegg's simply

stellar performance as Kate
Keller, Helen's mother, was
going away the best of the
evening. Deserving special note
also are Lynda Clark and Karen
Anderson, whose performances
as the maid Viney and Helen's
Aunt Ev, respectively, were
especially enjoyable. Bill Arends
as Captain Keller was a proper
combination of southern
chivalry and stubborness.
In her role as Helen, sixth
grader Debbie Whitsell was
excellent. The technical
difficulty of her role and her
accomplished execution of it
draw kudos for both herself and
director Michael Self. We should
be seeing more of her in the
future.
The role of Annie Sullivan
was amply filled by Elizabeth
Smith. She was pert, sassy,
bullheaded and Irish. Her high
energy at times was a bit
dunning on the audience, but
this was balanced by her truly
charming personality and
impassioned portrayal of Helen
Keller's teacher.
A special hand is also due to
technical director Paul Van
Griffen, whose combination
skeleton and solid set worked
admirably well. He also had the
rare opportunity to be a scene
stealer; when the old pump in
front of the Keller house
actually putnped water, the
audience nearly left their seats.
Miracle Worker will be
running at the Tacoma Little
Theatre this Friday through
Sunday, March 13, 14, and 15.
Admission with ASB cards is
$1.25, other adult $2.50.
Curtain time is 8:30 p.m.

The
Church of Conservation
Invites You To Be An
ORDAINED MINISTER
And Acquire The Rank
DOCTOR
OF NATUREPEDICS
Our fast growing church is actively seeking environment-concious new ministers who believe
what we believe: Man should exist in harmony with nature. We
are a non-structured faith, undenominational, with no traditional
doctrine or dogma. Benefits for
ministers are:
Car Emblem and Pocket
I.D.
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'The Great White Hope'
by John Black
On Friday, March 14, and Saturday, March 15,
Campus Films is presenting the 1970 drama "The Great
White Hope." It begins at 7 & 9 p.m. in Mc006.
"The Great White Hope" concerns Jack Jefferson,
the first black boxing heavyweight champion crowned in
1908. Jefferson is portrayed by James Earl Jones, who was
Oscar-nominated as Best Actor for the role.
The film depicts Jefferson being victimized and
humiliated by a racist white society. He is subjected to what
must have been the ultimate degradation for him—being
forced to fix a fight, thereby losing to a white fighter he
could easily have beaten.
"The Great White Hope" should have been an
excellent drama. Jones and others give good performances,
but the film itself is overproduced. The big fight scene, for
example, contains an assemblage of viewers which can only
be called "a cast of thousands." The intimate human drama
is often sacrificed for large-scale production values. Despite
a few good aspects, the film is, in the end, only a
disappointment considering how good it might have been.
On Tuesday, March 18, Campus Films will present
Agatha Christie's clever murder mystery "Murder Most
Foul." It will begin at 7 & 9 p.m. in Mc006.
"Murder Most Foul," produced in 1965, is based
on Agatha Christie's classic whodunnit Mrs. McGinty 's
Dead. As in all Christie mysteries, the viewers are
occasionally presented clues which will aid an astute
observer in guessing the crime's solution.
One of Christie's most famous creations, the
inimitable Miss Marple, is the film's detective figure.
Margaret Rutherford, one of the great ladies of British

cinema, broadly portrays the crafty old woman who can
solve mysteries which baffle the police. Rutherford
humorously captures Miss Marple's sincere but comical
interest in the sordid aspects of foul play.
Ron Moody, remembered for his Oscar-nominated
performance as Fagin in the musical "Oliver!," portrays the
director of a British little theatre group, one of which is the
murderer. Moody's enactment of the professional but
slightly batty director perfectly matches Margaret
Rutherford's wily old woman (who the police regard to be a
busybody).
"Murder Most Foul" is a sly concoction of
entertainment which balances mystery and suspence with
subtle humor, in the true Christie tradition. Whodunnits
have always held a special fascination for audiences who
enjoy trying to sort out the various clues and red herrings.
A special word should be said about Alison
Seebohm, a lovely British actress who was in several English
films during the mid 1960's. Her supporting portrayal of the
intense, strangely moody young thespian named Eva is
probably the highlight of her all-too-brief career in films.
In total, there were four films which presented
Margaret Rutherford as Christie's female sleuth. Miss Marple
was also depicted in "Murder Ahoy," "Murder at the
Gallop" and "Murder She Said." But "Murder Most Foul" is
definitely the best of the series. Its cleverly integrated
elements of mystery and subtle humor are more fully
realized than in the rest of the series.
"Murder Most Foul" succeeds as an entertainment,
whether one wishes to attempt to solve the crimes or just to
enjoy the subtly dignified notion of British humor.
Please note : ASB cards WILL BE REQUIRED at all
performances of "Doctor Zhivago" on April 11,12 and 13.
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Our directory lists over
1,000 prestige establishments extending on automatic cash discount.
Perform marriages, baptisms, funerals and all other
ministerial functions.
Start your own church and
apply for exemption from
property and other taxes.
Enclose a free-will donation for
the minister's credentials and pocket license. Your ordination is
recognized in all 50 states and
most foreign countries. Church
of Conservation, Box 375, Mary
Esther, Florida 32569.

$1.00
OFF
...On Processing and
Prints Any Roll of
"Color Print Film"!
_with this ad

riforhing, _on

Photo

6th and Proctor
.Always low film prices..
Good Thru March
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LOGGERS MISS NATIONALS BY 2 SECONDS
by Matt McCully
Only two seconds separated
the University of Puget Sound
basketball team from the West
Coast Division 2 Regional
Championship, a trip to
Evansville, Indiana, and a shot at
the NCAA Small College
Championship.
With two seconds left in last
Saturday's Regional
championship game between the
Loggers and Cal Riverside,
Highlander forward Tony Masi
hit a 20 foot jump shot from the
top of the key, lifting Riverside
to a 59-58 victory over UPS, and
giving the Californians claim to
the Regional crown.
The game was a nip and tuck
battle the whole way, with the
game being tied 11 times, and
the lead changing hands 8 times.
Neither team was able to build a
lead of more than 7 points,
which was held by UPS late in
the second half.
Curt Peterson scored 17 of
the Loggers' first 20 points. Rick
Walker added 7 more first half
tallies, and the Loggers went
into intermission tied at 29.
UPS grabbed the lead with
just five minutes gone in the
second half, and held it until the
final shot by Masi. Brant Gibler,
playing for Tim Evans who had
fouled out early in the second
half, came up with consecutive 3

All campus ski
meet to start
March 25
The men's intramural
department, in cooperation with
the Dean of Student's Office, is
sponsoring an all campus ski
meet Saturday, March 25
(tomqrrow) at Ski Acres on
Snoqualmie Pass.
The meet is open to all
members of the University
community and will be operated
on a team format. All campus
groups are urged to enter as
many teams as they desire.
Teams must be registered
with the Dean of Students'
Office by 5 p.m. today. If it is
not possible for your team to
register today, registration will
be held until 9 a.m. tomorrow at
the meet site in the day lodge on
the second floor above the Ski
Shop.
There is no limit to the
number of members on a team.
Teams may be all men, all
women or co-ed. A person may
compete on both a co-ed team
and a segregated team but you
must pre-register to do so.
Each skier will ski both sides
of the dual slalom course which
will give him/her a combined
time. The top four individual
times will comprise the team
score. Trophies will be awarded
the day of the race.
Ski Acres is located on
Snoqualmie Pass between
Snoqualmie and Hyak Resorts.
Take the freeway north from
Tacoma on 1-5 to the
Auburn-North Bend cutoff.
Anyone who is driving and who
has room in their vehicle for
extra passengers please notify us
when you register so, that those
without rides may get them.
Participants should check in
above the Ski Shop on the
second floor of the day lodge by
9 a.m. on Saturday. Bring your
ASB card so you may check out
a racing bib and confirm your
entry.
Any questions should be
directed to the Dean of Students
office, ext. 3360, Room 208 in
the SUB.
Eric Davis wrestled for UPS
in NCAA Division 2 Nationals at
East Stroudsberg State College,
Pennsylvania last weekend. He
wrestled in the first round of
150 pound class competition
and lost a 6-2 decision to fourth
place winner, Rodney Hines of
the University of South Dakota.
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point plays to give the Loggers a
55-49 edge with just over 4
minutes left in the fray.
But Riverside got hot and
kept whittling away at the lead,
cutting it to one point with a
minute left to play. Mark Wells
hit two crucial free throws to
build the lead to 3, but it was
cut to one again on Highlander
Larry Reynold's jumper.
With 20 seconds left, the
Loggers missed the first end of a
1-1 free throw situation, and
Riverside was awarded the ball
out of bounds. They worked for
one shot, and Masi hit it, ending
all hopes of a Logger
championship.

UPS called time out, with 2
seconds remaining, but failed to
get a shot, as a full court
desperation pass floated
harmlessly out of bounds.
Peterson finished the game
with a high of 23 points, while
Gibler, playing his best game of
the season, scored. 11 points,
picked off 10 rebounds, and
sensationally blocked 2 shots in
the late going. Rick Walker
added 11 points, but the Loggers
as a team shot only 33%.
UPS reached the finals the
night before with a 76-74
overtime victory over
tournament host, Cal-Irvine.
This was another see-saw

battle in which neither team
could grab control of the game.
The Loggers built a 5 point lead
early in the second half,but the
Anteaters erased it and built up
a 7 point margin of their own,
with only 6 minutes left to play.
The Loggers whittled away at
that lead, as Curt Peterson began
to hit from inside and Mark
Wells began to hit from the free
throw line.
With 20 seconds left and UCI
leading 62-60, Anteater center
Dave Baker missed a free throw
and the . Loggers got the
rebound. They called time out
and set up a play for Peterson,
who had been particularly
effective the whole night.

Track team:

Cindermen eye promising season
Coach Joe Peyton has great
hopes for his Logger cinder team
as they open their track and
field season at the University of
Washington Invitational Meet
tomorrow.
The Loggers begin their
dual-meet season at California
State, Hayward on March 24
while their first home action is
scheduled for March 29 as
th Loggers compete with
Western Washington State
College and the University of
Portland.
Javelin star Ken Johnson
leads the field competitors as he
aims for a national
championship this year. Johnson
finished second in the national
NCAA Division II
championships and fifth at the

Division I (major colleges) finals.
He has thrown the javelin 252
feet 6 inches in his career but
hopes to top it this season.
Other field threats are
sophomore Mark Wells and
freshman Randy Moon. Moon
cleared the high jump at 6-7 for
Auburn High last spring while
Wells topped 6-4 for the Loggers
last May. Wells also triple-jumps,
long-jumps and throws the
javelin.
Peyton expects his tracksters
to be strong in the distance
events as he has senior Leon
Bombardier, junior Dave
Richard, sophomore Bob Skar,
and freshman Brian Brouillet
running for him. They were the
core of the Logger cross country
team which is undefeated in dual
meets. Bombardier, Skar and

Brouillet all have timed a 4:19
mile while Richard has a 4:23
mile and a 14:31 three-mile on
his record.
In the sprint category,
freshman Calvin Saunders is the
brightest hope as he had a 10
flat 100 yard dash for Seattle's
Garfield High.
Another dimension for the
track team is seen in the three
UPS women who turn out with
the men's team They are junior
Cheryl Bragg, a sprinter and high
jumper; sophomore Linda
Winslow, long distance runner;
and freshman Cathy Shaw a
hurdler. They do not plan to
compete with the men but in
women's meets.
Coach Peyton is assisted in
his coaching duties by Sam Ring
and Chuck Bingham.

Baseball team ready for NCAA 'I' play
by Doug MacArthur
Athletic Director
A new challenge faces the
1975 University of Puget Sound
baseball team. UPS has been
granted Division I status in
baseball by the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) and the Loggers will
compete in the seven-team
Northern Pacific Baseball League
with Boise State. Gonzaga,
Portland State, Seattle University, Idaho and the University
of Portland.
The league winner is expected
to compete in the NCAA
Division I (major college)
playoffs.
It will be a tough task for the
Puget Sounders but Coach Jack
McGee thinks his team is ready
to accept "the opportunity."
UPS has been a Division II West
Coast power in recent seasons,
qualifying for the NCAA
regionals in five of the last seven
years.
UPS compiled a record of
24-7 last year and won the

Women athletes
join new league
Women's athletics here at the
University of Puget Sound are
taking a step in a new direction.
UPS's women's athletic program,
along with PLU and the
University of Portland, is joining
a new league—the Women's
Conference bf Intercollegiate
Athletics. Other member
colleges are Linfield, Willamette,
Pacific, Lewis and Clark, and
George Fox.
League games will be
scheduled for varsity volleyball,
basketball, tennis and swimming.
A conference tournament will be
held for field hockey and track.
This should mean a broader
program for women at UPS.
With membership in the
WCIA, the women's teams at
UPS will be eligible to go as far
as national small college
competition in the future.

four-team NOR-PAC league title
from Seattle, Portland and
Portland State. A third place
finish in the NCAA west
regionals ended the Loggers
season
"We have competed
successfully against major
college teams in the past seven
years," McGee notes in looking
forward to the 1975 campaign, "
and we feel confident that this
year's team will be one of our
' best." Last year's Loggers had a
14-5 mark against Division I
opponents.
Southpaw pitching ace Gregg
Bemis (8-2 last year) heads a
seven-man pitching staff at Puget
Sound. The list includes fellow
left-handers Pual Robinson,
Steve Stewart, and freshman
Dan Besett plus right-handers
Larry Janowicz, Scott
Gunderson, and Bob Campbell.
Bemis, Robinson, Stewart, and
Janowicz are returnees while
Gunderson and Campbell are
junior-college graduates.
Five all-league performers will
form the nucleus of the Logger
team. In addition to Bemis they
are Rob Kraft, Robin Hill, Nick
Papini and Steve Soike.
Kraft led NOR-PAC hitters
with a .462 league average last
year and led the loop in walks
and runs scored. He was named
all-league at first base but also
plays the outfield.
Unanimous picks on the
all-loop team were shortstop
Robin Hill, outfielder Nick
Papini and designated hitter
Steve Soike. Soike hit .371 and
Papini .312 in league play. Hill, a
defensive dandy at short, batted
.258.
Catcher Ron Reeves and
centerfielder Marty Stevens are
other starters who return from
last year's UPS team.
Four junior-college transfers
are bidding for starting roles.
They are infielders Jim Turrell
(Green River), Don Papasedero
(Y,a-kima), John Kuschell
(Riverside, Cal.), and Roger
Lawson (Rio Hondo, Cal.).
The Loggers open their 1975
season at the Banana Belt
Tournament in Lewiston, Idaho
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on Friday (March 14) against the
University of Idaho. There are
41 games on the UPS slate.
McGee is assisted by Bob
Storm, former Tacoma Twins
outfielder, who has returned to
college after a fling at
professional baseball.
The Loggers league opener is
April 5 at Portland State.
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Mark Wells got the ball to the
big man with 5 seconds to play.
Peterson wheeled, faked, and
finally hit a 7 foot jumper from
the middle of the key to send
the game into overtime.
In the extra period Peterson
was unstoppable. He made 3
lay-ins and hit 2 free throws, to
send the Loggers into the finals
with a 76-74 triumph. Curt
finished the night with 25 points
and 8 rebounds, and also
blocked 4 shots. Mark Wells hit
9 of 11 free throws and scored
11 points to help key the victory
while Rick Walker hit for 16
points.
Peterson was named Most
Outstanding Player for the
Tournament, as he led all scorers
with 48 points, and grabbed 16
rebounds for the 2 contests.
Rick Walker was also named to
the All Tournament team, as he
played with his usual poise and
effectiveness, scoring 27 points
and making several steals.
UPS's season ended with an
18-10 win-loss record, winning
13 of their last 16 games. Guards
Tommy Williams and Wes Tanac
are the only ones to graduate,
along with Fred Cain, who
missed the last half of the season
with bad knees. Although they
will surely be missed, things look
bright for another fine season
next year, which will not,
hopefully, end at the Regionals,

Golfers
open new
season
Golf coach Larry Nelson,
assistant coach John Condon
and the Logger golfers open
their season this weekend at the
University of Victoria
Invitational Tournament in
Victoria. Their first home meet
is March 21 as UPS hosts the
University of Victoria in a
dual-meet at Fircrest Golf
Course.
Top pre-season qualifiers for
UPS are number one golfer Dirk
Thompson, a junior from Curtis
High who has transferred from
Tacoma Community College and
the University of Washington;
senior Pat Feutz, a UPS
letterman from Bellarmine; Jim
Purkey, a junior transfer from
Tacoma Community College
who attended Tacoma's Wilson
High; letterman Glen Widener, a
senior from Nathan Hale High in
Seattle; Jim Campbell, a senior
transfer from Florida State, and
senior Ron Baker, another
letterman who attended
Peninsula High.
Fifteen matches are on the
schedule for the team this
spring.

8725 S. Tacoma Way
Ph. 582 — 6212
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Magnuson wants an end to oil allowance
W A S H I NGTON—Senator
Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.),
saying "it's time the oil industry
started paying its fair share of
taxes on its windfall profits,"
today introduced legislation to
end the oil depletion allowance.
The Magnuson amendment to
the Tax Reduction Act of 1975
backed similar legislation passed
several days ago in the House.
Magnuson was joined in
co-sponsoring the amendment
by Senators Ernest F. Hollings
(D-S.C.), Edward M. Kennedy
(D-Mass), Joseph R. Biden, Jr.
(D-Del.) and James Abourezk
(D-S.D.).
"This amendment would
repeal the percentage depletion
allowance to all major oil
companies immediately, making
the repeal retroactive to January
1, 1 97 5 , " said Magnuson.
"Regulated natural gas
companies would be given 18
months to renegotiate contracts
before the repeal goes into effect
for them."
Magnuson said independent
oil companies would be given a
phased repeal through 1978.
Independents would be allowed
a 15 percent depletion allowance
in 1975-76 and an eight percent
allowance in 1977-78. Total
repeal would go into effect after
that.
The oil depletion allowance
was first enacted into law in
1926 when it was set at 27.5
percent of gross income. In
1969, it was reduced to 22
percent. The allowance was
designed to give oil companies a
tax reduction to cover losses as
they depleted supplies.
"This amendment will begin
to restore equity to the energy
tax system," said Magnuson.
"This huge tax loophole has
outlived any usefulness it may
have had.
"Simple justice requires that
taxpayers no longer subsidize
the industry that is reaping
windfall profits far in excess of
anything our nation has ever
experienced."
"The question of ending the
depletion allowance has been
debated for years," Hollings
said. "It's time Washington
played fair with the American
people. At a time when the
American people are bearing the
brunt of a recession, it is hardly
fair to allow Big Oil to continue
to get the kind of tax ripoff it's
enjoyed for so long."
Kennedy called the
percentage depletion allowance
the "worst single loophole in the
Internal Revenue Code.
"Today's high price for oil
and the bloated profits of the oil
industry leave no excuse
whatever for retention of this
notorious tax loophole," said
Kennedy. "Congress has the best
chance in a generation to close
it."
"The oil depletion allowance
has not been effective as an
incentive for exploratory
drilling," Magnuson said. "In
1969, for example, the revenue
loss from this deduction was
$1.4 billion while only $150
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million worth of oil reserves
were discovered.
"Since depletion only applies
to successful, producing wells,
there is greater incentive to drill
multiple wells in known fields
than there is to take the
one-in-ten risk of exploratory
well drilling," said Magnuson.
"The Treasury Department has
estimated that 42 percent of the
allowance goes to non-operating
interests, such as royalty
owners."
Magnuson said the recent and
substantial increases in oil prices
provide a generous return on
investment for oil producers and
more than offset any profit
allegedly lost by the oil
depletion repeal. Industry
profits have risen 52 percent
over the last year.
In 1973, oil was selling at
$3.50 per barrel and depletion
was worth 77 cents per barrel.
Since oil is now selling at an
average of $7.50 per barrel,
producers have increased their
profits per barrel by five times
that depletion factor.
In a letter to the Senate
Interior Committee, former
energy chief William E. Simon
said, "In the.short run, changes
in percentage depletion should
have little effect on the rate of
expenditure of discovery efforts.
"In the long run, a change in
depletion should have no effect,
per se, on the rate of
production," said Simon.
"The depletion allowance
discourages production of
cheaper, alternate energy sources
since the tax benefits are based

on the value of the minerals in
the ground," Magnuson said.
In this way, a $7 barrel of
crude oil gets the full benefit of
the allowance, about $1.30,
while a $7.50 barrel of oil made
from coal only receives the
benefit of the original coal cost,
about 10 cents, and a BTU
equivalent of energy based on
solar technology receives no
depletion benefit.
"Proposals for repeal of oil
depletion certainly are not
new," Magnuson said. "The
sponsors of subsidies to the oil
industry have been around as
long as the income tax, and so
have those who oppose such
special treatment.
"It is now time to give serious
scrutiny to the philosophy
underlying continuation of
depletion allowances,"
Magnuson continued.
"Depletion allowances are
simply direct, out-of-pocket
subsidies from taxpayers to
producers."

University
of Puget Sound recently received
an unrestricted grant totalling
$4,300 from the Sears-Roebuck
Foundation, it has been
announced by UPS President
Philip M. Phibbs.
Nine private universities in
the state are among 1,000
private accredited two-and
four-year instituions across the
country to share in Sears
$1,300,000 Foundation funds
for the 1974-75 academic year.

26th & Proctor
shopping area
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"The Jewish Experience" will
be the theme for Intersection
from 7-8:30 p.m. this Tuesday
evening, March 18th, in the
Lounge of Kilworth Chapel.
Richard Rosenthal, rabbi of
Temple Beth El and a member
of the faculty of the Department
of Religion, will lead the
Tuesday evening meeting in a
celebration of the Passover. The
festival is held at this time of
year to remember the
emancipation of the Jews from
slavery in Egypt. In the
ceremonies of the Seder on
Passover Eve Jews have
traditionally gathered at a meal
to remember the great themes of
their heritage. Eat your regular
meal at the SUB, but we will
also have amtzo (wafers of
unleavened bread), maror (bitter
herbs), haroseth (a mixture of
chopped apples, nuts and
cinnamon), and the glass of
wine. The themes for
Intersectionwill be the great
traditional Passover themes and
then also something of the
mystical themes of Jewish
prayer that come from the
Hasidic Jewish community. No
reservations are needed. Come if
you can. And after the
celebration, if you can stay, we
will have Israele folk dancing.
Last week the film "Sunseed"
was seen by 97 persons who
turned out for this 100 minute
seruvey of the new spiritual
directions/now surfacing in the
alternate culture. Because of the
length of the film there was not
time for group discussion. Most
people who could stay afterward
agreed that Sammuel Lewis, the
Sufi leader from Sanfrancisco,
spoke to the occasion when he
said, "That's why we don't solve
our problems. Our solutions
would interfere with our
concepts."
The focus in the film was on
the immediacy of the spiritual
experience, its here and now
quality. The film itself was
beautifully made, and I think it
was convincing in its portrayal
of the coming of a new
consciousness. Sometimes you
weren't quite sure whether the
new was onward to the
Kingdom, or backward to the
elemental and primitive, or
whether it was both at once. At
the end of the film I thought of
George Sanatayana's great line:
"All inspiration is good, but if
forms a hierarchy." Here there
was no attempt to set up a
hierarchy. The new
consciousness is very much
.opposed to any kind of
judgmental stance. So the film
did not try to make value
judgments. Nor do we in
Intersection. Do your own thing
and learn what you can from
each _ other. Somerl"y, as we
approach a point of
convergence, however, we may

need to word out a hierarchy.
But the text for "Sunseed"
could be taken from the Parable
of the Tares and Wheat in
Matthew 13:24-30, and its
injunction not to sift and
separate the weeds from the
good grain lest you destroy the
good with the bad. In any event
Santayana's first point certainly
rang true. All the varied
inspirations of this film were
really good to see, there were so
many happy faces.

'Ars Antique'
gives concert Appearing in the Jacobsen
Recital Hall, Tuesday, March 18,
at 8:15 p.m., a baroque musical
group, comes to the UPS
campus.
The Ars Antigua de Paris
composed of a singer and four
instrumentalists, performs music
antedating the 18th century.
With a counter-tenor voice and
ancient instruments, The Ars
Antigua de Paris is reviving
numerous early works composed
for such an ensemble.
According to the programs,
these five musicians use the
following ancient instruments:
lute, vihuela, regal, krummhorns,
bagpipes, bombardes, viol, set of
bells, percussions and psaltry.
Ars Antiqua de Paris has
already participed in many
major festivals. The group is
regularly touring in U.S.A.,
Canada, South America, Far
East.
In addition to their activities
within the group, the musicians
of the Ars Antiqua de Paris have
numerous outside interests.
Michel SANVOISIN soloist and
recorder teacher, regularly
publishes numerous works of
ancient music especially of the
17th century. Kieber BESSOM
plays numerous recitals in
Europe and all over the world
while being, at the same time,
guitar and lute teacher in several
schools and academics of music.
Philippe MATHAREL makes
himself his instruments.
Joseph SAGE,
counter tenor, is one of the few
frenchmen capable of singing in
the three octave range of the
counter-tenor. Joseph SAGE had
just recorded the role of
Cherubino in Mozart's Marriage
of Figaro for german television.
During this tour, Ars Antiqua
de Paris will perform its 1500th
concert.
Ars Antiqua de Paris would
be very happy to know what
you think of their performance
and they do ask you to let them
know your impressions by
writing them down in the book
you will find when coming out
and also in the programs. Thank
you in advance.
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Imported Split Suede and
Tanned Cowhide Backpacks
and Duffel Bags-- Lightweight,
Durable and Goodlooking...30.00

MON — SAT 10 — 5:30

Ph. 759 -9838
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STUDENTS — FACULTY 10% SAVINGS

Gift Certificates

Watches $14.95 up

Fenton Glass giftware

Rings $19.95 up
Diamonds

Free ear-piercing with ear ring purchase

Accutron Bulova Caravelle Elgin Hamilton Le Jour Seiko Wyler
HOURS: 10 - 6 Mon. - Sat.

q01

759.4242

SCHAEFFER'S JEWELERS C.M.W.
Your north end jeweler

3811 No. 26th at Proctor
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